
Dear Me. Khakhaza, 
  
I was happy to hear the topic about the Labour Brokers on SA FM on the 19th August 
2009. 
  
As an individual I am very happy that finally the Government is doing something about the 
way Labour Brokers (recruitment agencies) are running their business.  People are 
degraded, exploited and treated like modern slaves by these companies. 
  
I think they are also undermining the country’s labour regulations because most of their 
operations are contrary to the country’s labour system. 
  
They do things such like: 
 
• Firing people without proper investigastions and without applying proper disciplinary 

measures; 
• Replacing employees with other workers without telling the replaced employees; 
• Threatening employees with harsh disciplinary actions such as polygraphies and 

forcing them to admit to things they didn’t do;  
• They are giving less training and expect greater output from the employees and if the 

output is lesser than what they are expecting, the employees are punished or fired 
without developing or capacitating them with enough training; 

• Employees are are given final warnings wothout being warned with the first and 
second warnings as the Disciplinary Act stipulates; 

• The companies that utilise these agencies are also to blame because they sometimes 
mistreat the employees by charging them without consulting with the agencies that 
employed them. (this is a fact because it happened recently with MTN); 

• During the hearing the charging organisation (e.g. MTN) will excuse itself and the 
alleged transgressor will be left to answer to the agency which was not even 
informed/involved while the employee was being investigated (it also happened 
recently); 

• People are working abnormal hours and they get very little salaries; and 
• There is a lot of inconsitency interms of salaries even if the employess are doing the 

same job and have the same responsibilties and this happens when one organisation 
hires more than one agency for recruitment. 

 
Though I believe there is more happening in other organisations that utilise Labour Brokers 
for their recruitments, the above-mentioned points are factual. 
  
I also hope that the government will speed-up the process of implementing the regulatory 
measures for Labour Brokers because people are suffering out there! 
  
  
Yours faithfully. 
  
  
VA Solomon 
 
 


